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Abstract: The methods of nonstandard analysis are presented inelementary terms by postulat- 
ing a few natural properties for an infinite "ideal" number ~c The resulting axiomatic system, 
including aformalization ofan interpretation f Cauchy's idea of infinitesimals, i  related to the 
existence of ultrafilters with special properties, and is independent of ZFC. The Alpha-Theory 
supports the feeling that technical notions uch as superstructure, ultrapower and the transfer 
principle are definitely not needed in order to carry out calculus with actual infinitesimals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In early stages of calculus, up to the first years of the nineteenth century, infinitesimal 
quantities were widely used to develop many of the classic results of analysis. Afterwards, 
at the end of nineteenth century, a severe foundational criticism led to the current e-6 
formalization due to Weierstrass, and infinitesimal nd infinite numbers were banned from 
calculus. 
Nonstandard analysis was introduced by A. Robinson [44, 45] in the early sixties. By 
using the machinery of model theory, a branch of mathematical logic, he succeeded in 
providing the actual use of infinitesimal numbers with rigorous foundations, thus giving 
a solution to a century-old problem. Since then, the methods of nonstandard analysis 
have been successfully applied and have led to new results in such diverse fields of mathe- 
matics as functional analysis, measure and probability theory, additive number theory, 
stochastic analysis, hydromechanics, etc. (See [1] for a broad collection of reviews. See 
also [34] for nonstandard methods applied to additive number theory.) 
Unfortunately, very soon the formalism of Robinson's original presentation appeared 
too technical to many, and not directly usable by those mathematicians without a good 
background in logic. Over the last forty years, many attempts have been made in order to 
simplify the foundational matters and popularize nonstandard analysis by means of "easy 
to grasp" presentations. Most notably, the pioneering work by W.A.J. Luxemburg [40], 
where a direct use of ultrapowers was made; the superstructure approach [46] presented 
by A. Robinson jointly with E. Zakon within a set-theoretic framework; the elementary 
axiomatics [35] given by H.J. Keisler in the seventies (the relative textbook [36] was 
actually adopted for calculus classes with good results in several countries); the algebraic 
presentation f hyperreals by W.S. Hatcher [29], then extended by the authors to the full 
generality of nonstandard analysis [4, 5]; and finally the recent "gentle" introduction by 
W. Henson [31]. 
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Currently, most practitioners work in the setting of the superstructure approach or 
follow Nelson's Internal Set Theory IST [42]. In this paper, we present a new alterna- 
tive approach to nonstandard analysis aimed at showing that technical notions such as 
superstructure, ultrafilter, ultrapower, bounded formula and the transfer principle, are 
not needed to rigorously develop calculus with infinitesimals. We proceed axiomatically. 
Precisely, the Alpha-Theory consists of a few natural properties postulated for an "ideal" 
natural number a, to be thought as "infinitely large". 
Historically, the idea of adjoining a new number that, in some precise sense, behaves 
like a very large natural number, goes back to the pre-Robinsonian work by C. Schmieden 
and D. Laugwitz [48]. They considered a new symbol f~ and postulated that if a given 
"formula" is true for all sufficiently large natural numbers, then the "formula" is true 
for ~ as well. The resulting theory has a constructive ftavour, and it inspired various 
"non-classical" presentations of nonstandard analysis. 1
Although well suited to provide a foundational justification for the use of infinitesimals 
and to develop large parts of calculus (see [39D, the f~-approach soon revealed inadequate 
for applications in classical mathematics. Most notably, the crucial drawback is that the 
nonstandard reals contain zero divisors and are only a partially ordered ring. 
In a few years, with the turn of the sixties, that approach was superseded by the 
more powerful "Robinsonian" analysis. However, it seems correct to say that the f~- 
approach was a turning point in the treatment of the idea of infinitesimals. Even if there 
was no direct influence on nonstandard analysis as practiced today, we think it was not 
by chance that in the seminal paper [44], Robinson himself acknowledged the work by 
Schmieden and Laugwitz as a "recent and rather successful effort of developing a calculus 
of infinitesimals". 
In some sense, the Alpha-Theory can be seen as a convenient strengthening of the 
~-approach. On the one hand, it preserves the intuitive appeal of postulating a few el- 
ementary properties which are preserved by Nosequences when extended to the "ideal" 
point at infinity; on the other hand, has the full strength of Robinsonian onstandard 
analysis. Besides, the Alpha-Theory seems to be the right framework to formalize an 
idea of an infinitesimal number which has some philosophical and historical relevance. 
According to J. Cleave [16, 17], Cauchy's conception of infinitesimals can be described as 
"values of null real sequences at infinity". Now, the very idea of values of sequences at 
infinity is what the Alpha-Theory is aimed to formalize. The Cauchy's infinitesimals prin- 
ciple, stating that every infinitesimal number is the value at infinity of some infinitesimal 
sequence, is naturally formulated in our context. We shall also consider the stronger ver- 
sion postulating that every nonzero infinitesimal is the value at infinity of some monotone 
sequence. 
As for the foundational matters, the Alpha-Theory without Cauchy's principles admits 
a faithful interpretation i Zermelo-Fraenkel S t Theory ZFC. Thus, informally we can 
say that any theorem in "ordinary mathematics" which is proved by the Alpha-Theory is 
true. 
Inspired by the criticism by N. Cutland, C. Kessler, E. Kopp and D. Ross [19] on the 
mathematical content of the Cleave's interpretation mentioned above, we also investigate 
1See e.g. the overview [43] by E. Palmgren. A recent non-nonstandard treatment of calculus was 
presented by J.M. Henle [30]. Interesting articles on the constructive iewpoint on nonstandard analysis 
can be found in the recent book [49]. 
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the foundational strength of Cauchy's infinitesimals principles and prove the following re- 
sults: The Alpha-Theory plus Cauchy's principle is equiconsistent with ZFC plus "there 
exists a P-point', and the Alpha-Theory plus the strong Cauchy's principle is equicon- 
sistent with ZFC plus "there exists a selective ultrafilter" (we recall that the existence of 
either a P-point or a selective ultrafilter is independent of ZFC). Informally, this means 
on the one hand that Cauchy's principles are "sound" (i.e. they do not bring contra- 
dictions), on the other hand they allow proving theorems that "ordinary mathematics" 
cannot prove. (Clearly, the blanket assumption is the consistency of ZFC). 
In this paper, we focused on the elementary nature of our approach, and in one Ap- 
pendix we also included a small number of basic examples taken from calculus, so to give 
a taste of nonstandard methods "in action". All the technical parts are relegated to the 
last Section, which contains a formal presentation of the Alpha-Theory as a first-order 
theory, and the consistency proofs. 
Some additional comments  for "nonbeginners". 
The Alpha-Theory has the full strength of Robinsonian onstandard analysis with count- 
able saturation. In fact, both the transfer principle for all bounded formulas and the 
countable saturation property are theorems of the Alpha-Theory. According to the popu- 
lar plan of this paper, in the exposition, as well as in the Appendix "A Little Calculus", 
the transfer principle is never mentioned. Rather, on a case to case basis, we prove directly 
only those instances that are actually needed to obtain the desired results. 
Also from a foundational point of view, the Alpha-Theory is aimed to simplify mat- 
ters. In the superstructure approach, two different universes are considered, namely the 
standard model and the nonstandard model. In our context here is a single universe, the 
"usual" world of mathematics where all axioms of ZFC except foundation are assumed. 
Moreover, contrarily to IST and other nonstandard set theories that have been presented 
in the literature (see [21] for a survey), external sets are available without restrictions, and 
the nonstandard embedding • is defined for all sets. As a consequence, * can be iterated 
to get things like the hyper-hyperreal numbers ($:*)*, or the star-transforms of external 
objects, such as Loeb measures, etc. (E.g., the double nonstandard iterations used by 
V.A. Molchanov [41] to study compactifications in topology, can be naturally formalized 
in the framework of the Alpha-Theory.) 
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I. THE ALPHA-THEoRY. 
Our approach is based on the existence of a new mathematical object, namely a. We 
can think of a as a new ideal natural number added to N, in a similar way as the imaginary 
unit i can be seen as a new ideal number added to the real numbers. By adopting the 
notion of numerosity introduced in [6], an interpretation of the ideal number a can be 
given as the numerosity of the set of natural numbers (see [7]). However, in order to help 
the intuition, it is enough to think of a as a "very large" natural number. 
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Before going into the axioms, we remark that the blanket assumption is that all usual 
principles of "ordinary mathematics" are assumed. Informally, we can say that by adopt- 
ing our theory, one can construct sets and functions according to the "usual" practice of 
mathematics, with no restrictions whatsoever. 2 
1.1. The five axioms. 
According to the usual foundational framework of mathematics, namely Zermelo-Fraenkel 
set theory ZFC, every object of the mathematical universe is a set. Clearly, the philo- 
sophical plausibility of such an assumption is highly disputable, but the foundational 
success of pure set theory is due to the fact that virtually all entities of mathematics can 
actually be coded as sets. For instance, an ordered pair {a, b} can be identified with the 
Kuratowski pair k = {{a}, {a, b}} (so that the two elements a, b are obtained as elements 
of elements of k, the first element of the ordered pair being the one that belongs to both 
elements of k); an equivalence relation ~ can be identified with the set of ordered pairs 
{(a,b I [ a ~ b} that satisfy it; a function f : A -+ B can be identified with its graph 
P( f )  = {(a, b) ] f(a) = b}, etc. As for numbers, one can consider the yon Neumann nat- 
ural numbers: 0 = 0, n + 1 = n U {n} (so that each natural number is the set of its 
predecessors and the order relation is given by the membership). One can define the inte- 
gers (and the rationals) as ordered pairs of naturals (of integers, resp.) identified modulo 
suitable quivalence r lations. One can then define the real numbers as equivalence classes 
of Cauchy sequences, the complex numbers as a quotient of ordered pairs of reals, etc. 
However, in practice it is often convenient to have atoms available, i.e. primitive objects 
which are not sets. For instance, it is more natural to many mathematicians to think of 
numbers as individuals rather than sets. So, to simplify matters, in the following we 
assume a set of atoms .4, which includes all real numbers N C A. When talking about 
sets we shall always mean nonatoms, i.e. objects that are identified with the collection 
of their elements. In particular, there can be only one set with no elements, namely 
the empty set 0. When talking about elements or entities, we shall mean objects of the 
universe in general, i.e. either atoms or sets. 3 In the sequel, by sequence we shall always 
mean a function whose domain is the set of natural numbers. 
The use of a is governed by the following five axioms. 
al .  Extension Axiom. 
For every sequence ~ there is a unique element ~[a], called the "ideal value of ~" or the 
"value of ~ at infinity". 
The next axiom gives a natural coherence property with respect o compositions. 
a2. Composition Axiom. 
If ~ and ¢ are sequences and if f is any function such that compositions f o ~ and f o 
make sense, then 
~[a] = ¢[a] ~ (f o ~)[a] = (f o ¢)[a] 
So, if two sequences takes the same value at infinity, by composing them with any given 
function, we again obtain sequences with the same value at infinity. 
2A formalization fwhat we mean by "usual principles of mathematics" (i.e. our underlying set theory) 
is given in the last Section 6 where we concentrate on the technical nd foundational matters. 
3We remark that our theory can also be formulated in a purely set theoretic ontext (i.e. where no 
atoms exist). See [24]. 
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a3. Number Axiom. 
I f  c~ : n ~ r is the constant sequence with value r E R, then c~[a] = r. I f  lr~ : n ~ n is 
the identity sequence on N, then 1N[a] = a ~ N. 
The first part of this axiom simply says that those sequences which constantly equal a 
real number, have the expected ideal values. The latter condition says that a is obtained 
as the value at infinity of the identity sequence, and that a is actually a new number. 
Notice that lr~ provides a first example of a sequence ~ : N -4 A such that ~[a] ~ A. 
The next axiom supplies other examples of sequences which have the "expected" ideal 
values. 
a4. Pair Axiom. 
For all sequences qo, ¢ and ~: 
= for all = ¢[a]} 
The next (and last) axiom says what elements are there in ideal values. 
a5. Internal Set Axiom. 
I f  0 is a sequence of atoms, then ¢[a] is an atom. I f  co : n ~ 0 is the sequence with 
constant value the empty set, then c0[a] = 0. I f  ¢ is a sequence of nonempty sets, then 
¢[a]  = ( : In ]  I e for all 
The name Internal Set Axiom is justified because our values at infinity ¢[a] correspond 
to the internal sets in the usual terminology of nonstandard analysis (see Section 4.1). 
As an immediate consequence of this axiom, the membership relation is preserved at 
the ideal values. That is, if ~(n) e ¢(n) for all n, then ~[a] e ¢[a]. Besides, when ¢ a 
sequence of nonempty sets, all elements of ¢[a] are obtained in this way. That is, they 
all are values at infinity of sequences which are pointwise members of ¢. 
An interesting example is the following. Suppose ~a is a two-valued sequence, say 
: N -4 {-1,  1}. Then its ideal value makes no surprise, i.e. either ~[a] = -1  or 
~[a] = 1 (but in general it cannot be decided which is the case). This fact directly follows 
from the pair axiom and the internal set axiom. 
Although well-suited for the "working" mathematician, we remark that the above five 
axioms are only given in a "semi-formal" fashion. Indications for a rigorous formalization 
as sentences of a suitable first-order language are given in Section 6. 
1.2. F i rst  consequences of the axioms. 
In this subsection, we list a collection of basic and natural properties of the values at 
infinity, which directly follow from the axioms. In order to make the exposition as smooth 
as possible and go quickly to more interesting topics, we shall postpone the proofs to 
Appendix B. 
Let ~ and ~ be two sequences. In the following, for the sake of simplicity we shall write 
~(n) = ~(n) to mean that such an equality holds for all n E N. Similarly, we shall write 
~(n) ~ ~(n), ~(n) e ~(n), ~(n) C_ ~(n) etc., to mean that those relationships hold for all 
The first Proposition shows that all basic set operations (except the powerset) are 
preserved at infinity. 
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Propos i t ion  1.1. Assume that ~o, ¢ are sequences of nonempty sets. 4 Then the following 
hold: 
(1) Difference: ~o(n) ¢ ¢(n) ~ ~o[a] ¢ tb[a] and ~o(n) ~ ~b(n) ~ ~0[a] ¢ ¢[a]; 
(2) Subset: ~(n) c ¢(n) ~ ~[~] C ¢[~]; 
(3) Union: O(n) = ~(n) U ¢(n) ~ 0[o~] = ~o[~] U ¢[(~]; 
(4) Intersection: O(n) = v(~) n ¢(~) ~ ~[~] = ~[~] n ¢[~]; 
(5) Setminus: ~)(n) = ~(n) \ ¢(n) =~ 0[a] = ~o[a] \ ¢[a]; 
(6) Ordered pair: O(n) = (~(n), ¢(n)} ~ ~[a] = (~[a], ¢[a]}; 
(7) Cartesian product: ~)(n) = v(n) x ¢(n) ~ #[(~] = ~[~] x el(x]. 
Clearly, properties 3, 4, 6 and 7 also hold for finite unions, finite intersections, finite 
n-tuples and finite Cartesian products. Similarly, the pair axiom is extended to finite 
sets. 
In the next Proposition, some further basic properties of the ideal values are considered. 
For instance, it will be excluded the possibility of a sequence of sets whose ideal value is 
an atom. 
Propos i t ion  1.2. 
(1) /f ~ is a sequence of atoms (or sets, or nonempty sets) then ~[a] is an atom (a 
set, a nonempty set, respectively); 
(2) If the value at infinity ~[a] is an atom (or a set, or a nonempty set) then there 
exists a sequence ¢(n) of atoms (of sets, of nonempty sets, respectively) such that 
(3) Elements of values at infinity are values at infinity. 
As a straight consequence, the results in Proposition 1.1 can be extended to all se- 
quences ~o, ¢ of (possibly empty) sets. 
The next result formalizes the intuition that changing finitely many values does not 
affect the values at infinity. 
Propos i t ion  1.3. 
(1) If £o(n) = ¢(n) eventually (i.e. for all but finitely many n), then ~[a] = ¢[a]; 
(2) If ~o(n) ¢ ¢(n) eventually, then ~[a] ¢ ¢[a]. 
We remark that the above implications cannot be reversed. 
The underlying idea of the next result is that if two sequences take the same value at 
infinity, then the collection of indices where they agree is large enough to detect whether 
any other two sequences have the same ideal values or not. The same fact holds for the 
set of indices where two given sequences are different, in case they have different values 
at infinity. 
Propos i t ion  1.4. Suppose ~[a] = ¢[a] (or ~[a] ¢ tb[a]) and let A = {n I ~(n) = ¢(n)} 
(A = {n I ~(n) ¢ ¢(n)}, respectively). Then, for all sequences ~, (: 
(1) ~(n) = ¢(n) (or ~(~) ¢ ¢(n)) for all ~ e A ~ ~[~] = ¢[~] (~[~] # ¢[~], respec- 
tively); 
(2) ~(n) E ¢(n) (or ((n) ~ ~(n)) for all n E h ~ ([a] C ¢[a] (~[~] ~ ¢[~], respec- 
tively). 
4No hypotheses on the values ~(n), ¢(n) are needed in items 1 and 6. 
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Thanks to these properties, some simplifying assumptions can be made. For instance, 
when considering two sequences with ~[c~] ¢ ~b[a], we can directly assume without loss of 
generality that ~(n) ¢ ¢(n) for all nP Similarly, if ~[a] = O[a], we can directly assume 
that ~(n) = ¢(n) for all n. 
2. THE STAR-OPERATOR 
We now introduce a notion of "idealization" for any entity A, namely  the nonstandard 
extension or star-transform A*, and present some of the most relevant sets of nonstandard 
analysis. The  proofs are straightforward, so we only give a few hints and leave details to 
the reader. 
The  fundamental  tool of nonstandard analysis is the transfer principle. Roughly  speak- 
ing, it states that an "elementary property" is satisfied by mathematical  objects al,..., ak 
if and only if it is satisfied by their star-transforms a~,..., a~. In order to avoid the use 
of technical notions from mathematical  logic, in the exposition we shall keep the notion 
of "elementary property" at an informal level, and prove directly only those instances of 
the transfer principle that will be needed. 6 
2.1. S tar - t rans forms of  sets, funct ions,  re lat ions .  
Def in i t ion  2.1. For any entity A, its nonstandard extension or star-transform is A* ---- 
CA[C~], the value at infinity taken by the constant sequence CA : n ~-+ A. 
By the number axiom, r* = r for all r E R. We remark that the similar property does 
not hold for every atom. For instance, ~* ¢ ~ because 1N(n) = n ¢ a for all n. Notice 
that, if A is a nonempty set, by the internal set axiom, A* is precisely the set of ideal 
values of A-valued sequences: 
A* = {~[a]l ~ :  N--+ A} 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1, the star-operator p eserves all basic 
operations of sets (except he powerset). 
P ropos i t ion  2.2. For all A, B, the following hold: 7 
(1) A=B ~ A*=B*;  
(2) AcB ¢=~ A*eB* ;  
(3) AC_B ¢~ A*CB*;  
(4) {A, B}* = {A*, B*}; 
(5) (d, B)* = (A*, B*}; 
(6) (AUB)* = A* UB*; 
(7) (d 0 B)* = A* M B*; 
(8) (A \B)*  = A* \B*;  
(9) (A x B)* = A* × B*. 
5Otherwise, let A -- {n I ~o(n) ¢ ¢(n)} and define ~'(n) -- ~(n) if n e A and ~'(n) ~ ¢(n) if n ¢ A. 
Then ~'(n) ¢ ¢(n) for all n and ~'[a] = ~[c~]. 
6A precise definition of what is meant by "elementary property", and a formal statement and proof of 
the transfer principle, are given in the last Section 6. 
7When we write A E B in 2, it is implicitly assumed that B is a set. Similar implicit assumptions will 
be made throughout the paper. 
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The above properties are generalized in a straightforward manner to n-tuples, finite 
intersections, finite unions and finite Cartesian products. 
A binary relation T~ on a set A is identified with the set {(a, a') E A x A ] T~(a, a')} of 
ordered pairs which satisfy it. Thus its star-transform T/* C A* x A* is a binary relation 
on A*. Similarly for n-place relations. Since a function f : A -+ B is identified with its 
graph {(a, b) E A x B I f(a) = b}, its nonstandard extension f* C A* × B*. The following 
result guarantees that f* is actually (the graph of) a function. 
P ropos i t ion  2.3. Let f : A -~ B be a function. Then its star-transform f* : A* ~ B* 
is a function such that, for every sequence ~ : N --+ A, 
I*(V[~]) ---- ( f  o ~o)[~] 
Moreover, f is 1-1 (or onto) if and only if f* is 1-1 (onto, respectively). 
Proof. Notice that ~ = (~, ~) C f* if and only if ~ = ~[a] for some sequence ~(n) = 
(~o(n), f(co(n))) e f .  Now, let ~' = ~'[a] where ~'(n) = (~o'(n), f(~o'(n))}' e f. If ~[a] = 
~'[a], then by the composition axiom, (f o ~o)[a] = (f  o ~o')[a]. This proves that f* is 
a function and that f*(~o[a]) = (f  o ~)[a]. The properties of being 1-1 or onto are also 
readily seen to be preserved by under star-transforms. [] 
For every sequence ~o : N -+ A: 
= = (9  o = 
Thus~ from this point on, we stop using square brackets for values at infinity, and 
directly write ~o*(a) instead of ~o[a]. Following the practice in nonstandard analysis, 
when confusion is unlikely we shall also drop the • symbol from star-transforms. 
2.2. The  hyperrea l  ine. 
Def init ion 2.4. The set of hyperreal numbers is the star-transform R* of the set of real 
numbers. 
By the number axiom, all real numbers are hyperreal numbers. We remark that the 
inclusion R C R* is proper (this will be shown in the sequel). To simplify matters, we 
shall often abuse notation, and write e.g. 
2 3+4~ 
- -  loga, e ~ and a! sin ~, arctan(a), 7 + a ' 
to mean the hyperreal numbers obtained as the ideal values of the real sequences 
{ 2} { 2} {3+4n~ {logn}n, {en}n and {n,} nSinn n' arctann n' 7+n. ln '  
respectively. 
The sum and product operations on R~ are binary functions; so their star-transforms, 
which will be denoted by the same symbols + and -, are binary functions on R*. Similarly 
for the sum inverse function - : R --+ R and the product inverse function ( )-1 : JR\ {0} --+ 
]R \ {0}. By the composition axiom, for all real sequences ~o, ¢ the following hold: 
(1) ~(a) + ¢(a) = ~(a) where ~ is the sequence ~(n) = ~o(n) + ¢(n); 
(2) ~o(a) • ¢(o 0 = {(a) where { is the sequence {(n) = ~o(n). ¢(n); 
(3) -~o(a) = ~(a) where ~ is the sequence {(n) = -~o(n). 
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As for the product inverse, some caution is needed. In fact, when p(a) # 0, it could well 
be ~(n) = 0 for some n. However, thanks to Proposition 1.4, the following is well-posed. 
• If ~(a) # 0 then ~(a) -1 = ~(a) where ~ is any sequence such that ~(n) = 1/~(n) 
for all n with ~(n) # 0. 
An ordering on •* is given by the nonstandard extension <* of the ordering on 1~ The 
following is an alternative quivalent definition. 
• ~ --~ ~ ¢:~ ( - ~ E (~+)*, where ]~ is the set of positive reals. 
That ~ is actually the nonstandard extension of the ordering on ~ can be seen by 
checking that: 
~ ( if and only if ({,(> e {(x,y) C ~ x R [ x < y}* 
In the sequel, we shall directly use the symbol < instead of -~ or <*. 
The next Proposition gives a useful sufficient (but not necessary) condition to check 
the order relation between two given hyperreal numbers. 
P ropos i t ion  2.5. Let ~,9 be real sequences, and assume that ~(n) < ¢(n) eventually. 
Then ~(a) < ¢(a).  
Proof. Let ~9(n) = ~(n) if~(n) < ¢(n), and ~(n) = ¢(n) - I  otherwise. Then O(n) < ¢(n) 
for all n and so (~(a),C(a)} e {(x,y) e ]~ × R Ix  < y}*. Since ~(n) = ~(n) for all but 
finitely many n, it follows that O(a) = ~(a) and the claim is proved. [] 
We are now ready for the first crucial fact in nonstandard analysis. 
Theorem 2.6. The hyperreal number system (R*, +,., O, 1, < } is an ordered field. 
Proof. Straightforward. As an example, let us show the commutativity property of addi- 
tion. Let ~(a) ,¢ (a )  • ~*. By definition, ~((~) + ¢(a) = 0(a) and ¢(a) + ~(a) = 0'(a) 
where 0(n) = ~(n) + ¢(n) and ~)'(n) -- ¢(n) + ~(n). Since trivially ~(n) = 0'(n) for all 
n, we conclude that ~(a) + ¢(a) = ¢(a) + 9(a). [] 
2.3. The  hypernatura l  numbers .  
Similarly to the hyperreal numbers, we give the following 
Def in i t ion 2.7. The set of hypernaturaI numbers is the star-trasform of the set of natural 
numbers: 
The hypernatural numbers play a central role in the practice of nonstandard analysis. 
P ropos i t ion  2.8. 
(1) The natural numbers are a proper initial segment of the hypernatural numbers. 
That is, N C N* and for every ~ • N*, ~ < n • N ==~  E N; 
(2) The hypernatural numbers are unbounded in the hyperreal line. That is, for every 
( • ~* there exists ~ • N* with ~ > 4; 
(3) For every ~ • N*, there are no hypernatural numbers ( strictly between ~andS+l, 
i.e. such that ~ < ~ < ~ + l. 
Proof. 1. That N C N* directly follows from the number axiom. The inclusion is strict 
because a • N* but a ~ N. Now let ~ : N--+ N be such that ((a) < n. By Propo- 
sition 1.4 we can assume without loss of generality that ((m) < n for all m. Then 
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C(m) e {0 ,1 , . . . ,n -  1} implies that ((a) e {0, 1 , . . . ,n -  1}* = {0, 1 , . . . ,n -  1}, hence 
the claim. 
2. Let ( = ((a). For each n, pick ~(n) E N with ~(n) > i(n). Then ~ = ~(a) e N* and 
3. Similar to the previous ones. [] 
Notice that a C N* is greater than all natural numbers (hence a ~ JR). In fact, for every 
k E N, l~(n) > k eventually, hence a = 1N(o~) > Ck(a) = k. This fact is consistent with 
the underlying idea of the Alpha-Theory that a is an "infinitely large" (hyper)natural 
number. 
Similarly as R* and N*, one introduces also the collections of hyperintegers Z* and of 
hyperrationals Q*, namely the star-trasforms of the sets of integer and rational numbers, 
respectively. Clearly N* c Z* C Q* C R*. 
We remark that, as a consequence of our axioms, all "elementary properties" of N, Z, 
Q, R are inherited by l~*, Z*, Q*, R* s As an example, the reader may want to prove the 
following. 
P ropos i t ion  2.9. 
(1) For every hyperreal ~ there exists a unique hyperinteger ~with ~ < ~ < ~ + 1; 
(2) The hyperrational numbers are dense in the hyperreals. That is, for every ~ < U 
in ]~*, there exists ~ E ~ with ~ < ~ < 7. 
2.4. Hyper f in i te  sets. 
Besides the considered sets of hyper-numbers, another fundamental collection in nonstan- 
dard analysis is the following. 
Def in i t ion 2.10. A hyperfinite set is the ideal value of a sequences of finite sets. 
The importance of hyperfinite sets lies in the fact that they retain all nice "elementary 
properties" of finite sets. As an example, let us prove the following. 
P ropos i t ion  2.11. Every nonempty hyperfinite subset of R* has a greatest element. 
Proof. Let X be a nonempty hyperfinite subset of R*. Then X -- X(a) for some sequence 
{x(n)}n of nonempty subsets of R. For every n, let #(n) = maxx(n).  It is easily verified 
that #(~) = maxx.  [] 
Some applications of hyperfinite sets will be given in Appendix A. 
3. INTRODUCING NONSTANDARD CALCULUS 
In this Section we present he fundamental properties of the hyperreal numbers, and 
introduce the basics of nonstandard calculus. A short selection of topics from calculus 
is contained in the Appendix A, so as to give the flavor of nonstandard methods and, in 
particular, of the Alpha-theory. Once the reader gets acquainted with our approach, they 
can try to "translate" (if needed) the usual nonstandard proofs found in the literature into 
our context. Good references for a complete course of calculus by nonstandard methods 
are the textbooks [36, 20, 51, 52] and the recent [28]. 
SAt this stage the notion of "elementary property" can only be taken at an informal evel. A precise 
definition by using the formalism of first-order logic is given in Section 6. 
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3.1. In f in i te ly  small and infinitely large numbers .  
A characteristic feature of nonstandard calculus is that the intuitive notions of a "small" 
number and a "large" number can be formalized as actual objects of the hyperreal line. 
Definition 3.1. A hyperreal number ~ E lI~* is bounded or finite if - r  < ~ < r for 
some positive r E •. We say that ~ is unbounded or infinite if it is not bounded. ~ is 
infinitesimal if - r  < ~ < r for all positive reals r. 
Clearly, the inverse of an infinite number is infinitesimal and vice versa, the inverse of a 
nonzero infinitesimal number is infinite. A first example of an infinitesimal is given by ~, 
1 the ideal value of the sequence {~}.  Other examples of infinitesimals are the following: 
sin ' 7 + a -------~ and log(1 - 
All infinitesimals and all real numbers are bounded. However there are bounded hy- 
perreals that are neither infinitesimal nor real. Examples are the following: 
1 5+a 
5+- ( ,  7+s ina ,  ~ a n d  log(6-1aa).  
In nonstandard analysis, the use of infinitesimal and infinite numbers completely re- 
places the use of limits. As a consequence, all the basic notions of calculus are simplified 
and brought closer to your intuition. Next, we itemize a number of simple properties which 
are the counterparts of the usual theorems about infinitesimal and infinite sequences that 
are considered in calculus courses. 
Proposition 3.2. 
(1) I f~ and ~ are finite, then ~ + ~ and ~. ~ are finite; 
(2) If  c and ~ are infinitesimals, then ~ + ~] is infinitesimal; 
(3) If ~ is infinitesimal and ~ is finite, then c . ~ is infinitesimal; 
(4) If w is infinite and ~ is not infinitesimal, then w . ~ is infinite; 
(5) If c • 0 is infinitesimal and ~ is not infinitesimal, then ~/s is infinite; 
(6) If w is infinite and ~ is finite, then ~/w is infinitesimal. 
Permitting a witticism, we can say that the existence of infinitesimals contradicts the 
"American dream". In fact, if someone is born poor (an infinitesimal s), then even if they 
work hard to improve their condition and become c + ~ or s + c + e or ns etc., they will 
always remain poor (infinitesimal). Thanks to infinitesimals, it is possible to formalize a 
notion of "closeness". 
Definition 3.3. We say that two hyperreal numbers ~ and r] are infinitely close if ~ - r/ 
is infinitesimal. In this case we write ~ ~ r]. 
It is easily seen that ~ is an equivalence relation. 
3.2. The  "shadow" theorem. 
Let us first characterize the notions of least upper bound and greatest lower bound. 
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a nonempty subset of real numbers, and let l C N. Then: 
(1) sup A = l if and only ifl >_ A 5.e. l > a for all a C A) and I ~ ~ for some ~ C A* ; 
(2) infA = l if and only if l <_ A and l ~ ~ for some ~ E A* ; 
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(3) sup A = +oc [or infA = -oo] if and only if there exists an infinite ~ E A* which 
is positive [negative, respectively]. 
Proof. Assume sup A = I. For every n there is ~(n) E A with l - 1/n < ~(n) ~ l. Then 
= ~(a) E A* is such that l ~ ~. Vice versa, let 1 > A. If l ~ sup A, then there is n with 
1 - 1/n > a for all a C A. It follows that l - ~ < 1/n for all ~ e A, against he hypothesis. 
Property 2 is similar. As for Property 3, assume there is a sequence ~(n) of elements of A 
with ~(o~) positive infinite. By Proposition 2.5, for each r E •, it is ~(n) > r for infinitely 
many n. In particular, there is some a C A with a > r and so A is unbounded above. 
Vice versa, for each n pick ~(n) E A with ~(n) > n. Then ~(~) E A* is positive infinite 
(in fact, ~(a) > ~). The case infA = -c~ is proved in the same manner. [] 
In a course of nonstandard calculus, the above properties are directly given as the 
definitions of sup and inf. 
The next Theorem gives a picture of the hyperreal line and allows a "canonical" rep- 
resentation of the bounded hyperreal numbers. Its proof makes an essential use of the 
completeness property of real numbers. 
Theorem 3.5. (Shadow Theorem) 
Every finite hyperreal number ~ is infinitely close to a unique real number , called the 
shadow of ~. Symbolically r = sh(~). 
Proof. Let A = {a E R I a < ~}. By the hypothesis A is bounded above, and so we can 
consider its supremum sup A = r C JR. By the previous Proposition, there is ¢ E A* with 
~ r. We claim that r ~,, ~. By contradiction, assume ]r - ~] > x for some positive real 
numberx.  I f r<~-xthenr+x<~==>r+xcAandsor+x_~r ,  which is absurd. 
Otherwise, let r > ~ + x and consider a sequence ~(n) of elements of A with ¢(a) = ~. 
For every n, ~(n) E A ~ ~(n) < ~ < r - x ~ ¢ < r - x, contradicting the hypothesis 
~ r. As for the uniqueness, if r ~ ( ,~ r '  then r - r '  ,,~ 0. Since the only infinitesimal 
real number is 0, we conclude that r -- r r. [] 
Thus, any bounded hyperreal number ~ is uniquely represented as the sum r + ~ of 
a real number r = sh(~) and an infinitesimal number c = ~ - x. Such a "canonical" 
representation is called normal form. The following are two examples of normal forms: 
5+a 1 3 
log(6 -  1 )  = log6+log(1 -  1 ) 
7 + 2a -- 2 + 14 + 4~' c~ 3 6oz 3 
The notion of a shadow is extended to every hyperreal number, by setting sh(~) = +co 
if ~ is positive unbounded, and sh(~) = -ac  if ~ is negative unbounded. With this 
notation, we can summarize the characterizations given in the previous Section as follows. 
Let l 6 R U {=t=ac}, then: 
• supA = l if and only i f />  A and sh(~) = 1 for some ~ E A*; 
• infA = l if and only i f /<  A and sh(~) -- l for some ~ E A*. 
Any field F contains a natural copy of the natural numbers N given by 1, 1+1, 1+1+1,  
etc. Recall the Archimedean property (the "American dream" mentioned immediately 
after Proposition 3.2). 
Def in i t ion 3.6. An ordered field F is Archimedean if for every x C F there exists n C N 
with -n  < x < n. 
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In other words, F is nonarchimedean if it has infinite elements or, equivalently, if it 
contains infinitesimals. We already saw that the hyperreal line JR* is an example of a 
nonarchimedean field extending IR. The definitions of infinitesimal and infinite numbers, 
as well as the basic results itemized in Proposition 3.2, also make sense for any non- 
archimedean field extending R. However we remark that nonstandard analysis is way 
stronger than nonarchimedean alysis. The main point is that any given real function 
can be extended to a function on the hyperreals (namely, its star-transform) in such a way 
that all "elementary properties" are preserved. It is in fact possible to extend rational 
functions to non-archimedean fields F D R, but there is no general way of extending all 
the transcendental ones. 
3.3. Ideal  values at a and the not ion of  l imit. 
In some sense, one could say that, similarly to "classic" calculus, our Alpha-calculus i  
grounded on the notion of a limit. This idea could be misleading. 
It is certainly true that there are relationships between the limit of a real sequence 
{~(n)} n and its ideal value ~(a). Precisely, it is easily proved that if lim~_~ ~(n) = l E 
U {±cx~}, then sh(~(a)) = I. Vice versa, if sh(~(a)) = l then limk-.~ ~fl(nk) : I for 
some subsequence {~(nk)}k. 
However, we remark that limits and values at infinity have relevant differences. First, 
any sequence takes a value at infinity. All we can prove is that the shadow of the value 
at infinity must be a limit point of the sequence, but our axioms cannot decide which 
one is taken. Ad hoc axioms could settle some of these situations. For instance, we could 
consistently postulate that the infinite hypernatural  is even. In this case, the alternating 
sequence {(-1)n}n takes the value (-1) a = 1 at infinity. Another diversity is that there 
are plenty of sequences with the same limit but with different (though infinitely close) 
ideal values. 9
With respect o this, a simplifying assumption could be that if a hyperreal number 
is infinitely close to some real number , then ~ is the value at infinity of some sequence 
which converges to r in the classic sense. A discussion of this assumption will be the 
content of Section 5. 
4. OTHER NONSTANDARD TOPICS. 
Although our approach as outlined so far allows a complete development of an elemen- 
tary course in calculus (see Appendix  A), there are general tools in nonstandard analysis 
such as the countable saturation property and the overflow and underflow principles, that 
are needed to deal with more advanced topics. In this Section, we concentrate on such 
principles. 
4.1. In terna l  sets. 
Def init ion 4.1. An entity is internal if it is the ideal value of some sequence. An entity 
is external if it is not internal. 
In particular, all nonstandard extensions are internal. The number axiom implies that 
all real numbers, as well as the ideal number a, are internal. Notice that the collection 
of internal sets is transitive, i.e. elements of internal sets are internal. 1° In the next 
9Recall that ~(n) ¢ ¢(n) for all n implies ~(a) ~ ¢(a). 
1°See condition 3of Proposition 1.2. 
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Proposition, we collect some basic facts whose proofs are straightforward (see Proposition 
1.1). 
Propos i t ion  4.2. IS A, B are internal, then also {A, B}, (A, B>, A U B, A n B, A \ B 
and A x B are internal. Moreover, if A is an internal set and f is an internal function, 
then both f(A) - {f(a) I a e A} and/- l (d)  - {x I f(x) E A} are internal. 
For any set B, the collection of internal subsets of B* is precisely the star-transform of
the collection of subsets of B. That is, 
p(B)* = {x C_ B* Ix is internal }. 
We remark that p(B)* is a proper subset of p(B*) whenever B is infinite. For instance, 
it is shown in the next subsection that all infinite subsets which are countable must be 
external. 
We already mentioned that in the usual approach to nonstandard analysis, a funda- 
mental tool is the transfer principle, stating (informally) that all "elementary properties" 
of some given entities a l , . . . ,  ak transfer to their nonstandard extensions a~,... ,a k.* Thus, 
as consequence of the above equality, we have that all "elementary properties" of subsets 
of a given set A transfer to internal subsets of A* (but not to external subsets). As an 
example, let us see the following. 
P ropos i t ion  4.3. Every nonempty internal subset of N* has a least element. 
Proof. Let B C_ N* be internal and nonempty. Then B = ~(~) for some sequence {~(n)}~ 
of nonempty subsets of N. For every n, let ¢(n) = min ~(n). Then the ideal value ¢((~) 
is the least element of B. [] 
In particular, the collection N* of infinite hypernatural numbers is an external subset 
of N* (it is nonempty without a least element). Also N is external, otherwise N* \ N = N~ 
would be internal. 
Usually, one proves that a given subset X C A* is external by showing that it does 
not satisfy some "elementary property" of subsets of A. For instance, since all nonempty 
subset of R has a least upper bound, we conclude that the collection o C R* of infinitesi- 
mals is external (it has no 1.u.b.). Also the collection F~ of infinite hyperreals i external, 
otherwise, by Proposition 4.2, o = {1/~ 1 ~ c R~} would be internal, etc. 
4.2. Saturat ion property .  
Besides transfer, the other fundamental tool of nonstandard analysis is saturation, an 
intersection property for internal sets. 
Theorem 4.4. (Countable Saturation Principle) 
Let {Ak I k E N} be a countable family of internal sets with the finite intersection property 
(PIP), i.e. such that any finite intersection A1 n ... N A, ¢ 0 is nonempty. Then the 
entire family has a nonempty intersection: nk Ak ~ O. 
Proof. For every k, let {~k(n)}, be a sequence with ~k(a) = Ak. For any fixed n, we pick 
an element ¢(n) E ~l(n) n . - .  N ~(n)  if the latter intersection is nonempty. Otherwise, 
we pick ¢(n) e ~1 (n) n . . .  N ~-1  (n) if the latter intersection is nonempty, and continue 
in this manner until you get an element. In case ~l(n) -- O then we let ¢(n) be an 
arbitrary element. As a consequence of this, if n _> k and ~l(n) n ...  N ~k(n) ~ 0 
then ¢(n) E ~l(n) N - . -n  ~k(n). Now, ~l(a) N . . .  n ~k(a) ¢ O by hypothesis, and 
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if n e {m > k I ~,(m) n . . .  n ~k(m) # e} then ¢(n) • ~l(n) n . . .  M ~k(n). Hence 
¢(c~) • ~l(a) n . . .  N ~(a) .  As this holds for every k, the proof is completed. [] 
As a straightforward application of the saturation principle, one has an alternative 
proof of the existence of infinitesimal numbers: The countable family of internal sets 
{(0, l/n)* I n • N} trivially satisfies the FIP, and its nonempty intersection N~(0, l/n)* 
is precisely the collection of positive infinitesimals. 
P ropos i t ion  4.5. Any infinite countable set is external. 
Proof. By contradiction, assume that the infinite countable set A = {a~ ] ~ • N} is 
internal. Then, for each n, the nonempty set A~ = A \ {a l , . . . ,  a~} is internal as well. 
The countable family {An I n • 1~1} trivially has the FIP, and by saturation its intersection 
is nonempty, a contradiction. [] 
The countable saturation is crucial to carry out the Loeb measure construction, cur- 
rently one of the major sources of applications of nonstandard methods (see e.g. [18]). 
Stronger forms of saturation, namely x-saturation for uncountable cardinals ~, are essen- 
tial for a nonstandard study of topological spaces with uncountable bases. 11 
4.3. Overf low and underf low phenomena.  
The following overflow and underflow principles are frequently used in the practice of 
nonstandard analysis. 
P ropos i t ion  4.6. 
(1) (Overflow). If an internal set A C N* contains arbitrarily large natural numbers 
then it contains also some infinite hypernatural number. 
(2) A subset B C N contains arbitrarily large numbers if and only if its nonstandard 
extension B* contains ome infinite hypernatural number. 
(3) If an internal set A C N* contains all natural numbers k greater than some n • N, 
then it also contains all hypernatural numbers ~ with n < ~ < ~ for some infinite 
hypernatural 4. 
(4) A subset B C N contains all numbers from some point on if and only if its non- 
standard extension B* contains all infinite hypernatural numbers. 
(5) (Underflow). If an internal set A C N* contains arbitrarily small infinite hyper- 
natural numbers, then it also contains arbitrarily large natural numbers. 
Proof. 1. For every natural number n, the following set is internal: 
A~ = {a•  A la>n } = (N* \ {O, 1 , . . . ,n})NA 
By the hypothesis, {A, [ n • N} has the FIP and, by saturation, the intersection N,  A, 
is nonempty and consists of the infinite hypernaturals in A. 
2. Since B C_ B*, one direction is trivially proved by applying 1. Vice versa, B does not 
contain arbitrarily large natural numbers if and only if B C {0, 1, . . . ,  n} for some natural 
number n. In this case, trivially B* = B does not contain infinite hypernaturals. 
3. Assume that there are infinite hypernaturals which does not belong to A, otherwise the 
claim is trivial. Then A' = (N* \ {0, 1, . . . ,  n}) \ A is a nonempty internal subset of N*. 
Let 4 = rain A' be its least element. By the hypothesis, A' M N = O, hence { is infinite, 
11The Alpha-Theory can be generalized so to accomodate all nonstandard arguments which use a 
prescribed level ~ of saturation. See [24]. 
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and every hypernatural number ~ with n < ( < ( belongs to A. 
4. Notice that B contains all natural numbers from some point on if and only if its 
complement B' = N \ B does not contain arbitrarily large natural numbers. Then apply 
2 to B ~. 
5. If by contradiction A does not contain arbitrarily large natural numbers, i.e. if AAN C_ 
{0, 1, . . . ,  n} for some n, then its complement A ~ = N* \ A contains all natural numbers 
from some point on. So by 3, A ~ contains all infinite hypernatural numbers up to some 
( E N*, contradicting the hypothesis. [] 
Similar principles hold for internal collections of hyperreal numbers. E.g., if an in- 
ternal set A C R* contains arbitrarily large infinitesimal numbers, then it also contains 
some positive real number, etc. A straight consequence of the above Proposition is a 
nonstandard characterizations of the notions of "infinitely often" and "eventually". 
P ropos i t ion  4.7. Let ~, ¢ be two real sequences. Then, 
(1) ("Infinitely often") Vk 3n > k ~(n) = ¢(n) (or ~(n) ~ ¢(n), or ~(n) > ¢(n)) if 
and only if there exists an infinite hypernatural w with ~*(w) = ¢*(w) (~(w) 
or  > respectively). 
(2) ("Eventually") 3kVn > k ~(n) = ¢(n) (or ~(n) ¢ ¢(n), or p(n) < ¢(n)) if 
and only if for all infinite hypernaturals w, ~*(w) = ¢*(w) (~*(w) ~ ¢*(w), or 
< respectively). 
Proof. Notice that if A --- {n e N ] ~(n) = ¢(n)} then A* = {~ e N* I ~*(~) = ¢*(~)}, 
and similarly with S = {n e N I ~(n) ~ ¢(n)} and C = {n e N I ~(n) < ¢(n)}. Then 
apply the overflow principles. [] 
5. CAUCHY'S INFINITESIMALS PRINCIPLES. 
In his famous textbooks published in the first half of the nineteenth century, Cauchy 
made use of infinitely small quantities described as "variables converging to zero". What 
Cauchy actually meant by "variable" was not made clear in those books, and has been 
repeatedly disputed in the recent historical literature. 12 In particular, J. Cleave [16] 
proposed an interpretation i  terms of nonstandard analysis. By concentrating on a 
hyperreal line ~* obtained as a suitable quotient of the set of real sequences, he proposed 
to describe "Cauchy's infinitesimals" as the equivalence classes of infinitesimal sequences.la 
The Alpha-Theory provides an axiomatic framework where this idea of an infinitesimal 
can be accommodated in a natural way. 
Cauchy 's  Inf initesimals Pr inciple (C IP) .  Every infinitesimal number is the value at 
infinity of some infinitesimal sequence. 
As a consequence of this principle, convergent sequences are enough to obtain all hy- 
perreal numbers. 
P ropos i t ion  5.1. Cauchy's infinitesimals principle CIP is equivalent o the following 
property: Every hyperreal ~ c N* is the ideal value ~ = ~(a) of some real sequence 
{~(n)}~ such that lim~_+~ (n) -- sh(~). 
12See .g. [16], [38], [261, [271, [171 and [19]. 
13By infinitesimal sequence we mean a sequence which converges tozero in the usual "standard" sense. 
See the the next Section 6 for a mathematical discussion ofCleave's interpretation. 
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Proof. One direction is trivial. Vice versa, assume first that ~ is bounded, hence ~ = r + 
where r = sh(~) E R and e is infinitesimal. By CIP, s = e(a) for some infinitesimal 
sequence {c(n)}n. Let ~(n) = r + ~(n). Then ~(a) = ~ and lim~-~oo ~(n) = sh(~). Now 
let ~ be positive unbounded (if ~ is negative unbounded the proof is similar). Pick an 
1 ,,~ 0. Without loss of generality we can infinitesimal sequence {e(n)}~ such that s(a) = 
assume e(n) > 0 for all n. Then ~(n) = 1/E(n) is a sequence such that ~(a) = ~ and 
lim~_~ ~(n) = +co = sh(~). [] 
Next, we formulate a stronger version of the above principle, which in our opinion more 
closely corresponds to Cauchy's conception of infinitesimals. 
Strong Cauchy 's  Inf initesimals Pr inciple (SCIP) .  Every nonzero infinitesimal num- 
ber is the value at infinity of some monotone sequence. 
In other words, the positive infinitesimals are ideal values of decreasing infinitesimal 
sequences and the negative infinitesimals are ideal values of increasing infinitesimal se- 
quences. The next result provides two equivalent formulations (the proof is similar to the 
previous Proposition). 
P ropos i t ion  5.2. The strong Cauchy's infinitesimals principle SCIP is equivalent o 
either of the following conditions: 
(i) For every hyperreal ~ E ~* there exist an increasing sequence {~(n)}~ and a 
decreasing sequence {~'(n)}~ such that sh(~) = l im~ ~(n) if sh(~) > ~, and 
sh(~) = lim~_~ ~'(n) ifsh(~) < ~; 
(ii) For every infinite hypernatural ~E IN* there exists an increasing sequence {~(n)}~ 
of natural numbers uch that ~(c~) = ~. 
In the next Section, we will show that SCIP holds if and only if the hyperreals R* 
are isomorphic to the ultrapower of R modulo a selective ultrafilter. We remark that 
nonstandard models originated by such ultrafilters have interesting special properties, that 
have been recently used in the study of probability measures (see e.g. [8] and references 
therein). 
We conclude the exposition by giving a picture of the "strength" of the Alpha-Theory 
a l  - a5, and of the Cauchy's Principles. The proofs are given in the next Section 6 where 
the technical parts and the foundational matters are relegated. 
• Any theorem in "ordinary mathematics" is proved by the Alpha-Theory if and 
only if it is "true'; 14 
• By assuming the Alpha-Theory, we cannot prove nor disprove Cauchy's Infinites- 
imals Principle; 
• Assume the Alpha-Theory and Cauchy's Infinitesimals Principle. Then we cannot 
prove nor disprove the Strong Cauchy's Infinitesimals Principle; 
• The Alpha-Theory plus the Strong Cauchy's Infinitesimals Principle is a "sound" 
system, i.e. it does not bring to contradictions. 15 
14This tatement is an "informal" formulation of Theorem 6.4. 
15Clearly, we assume ZFC to be consistent. The proofs of the latter three itemized properties i in 
Theorem 6.10. 
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6. THE FOUNDATIONS 
In this Section we assume the reader has a background in mathematical logic. In 
particular, we assume familiarity with the formalism of first-order logic, and a knowledge 
of the notions of ultrafilter, ultrapower, model of set theory, internal model, relative 
consistency, etc. For notation and basic results in model-theory and set-theory we refer 
to [13], [33] and [37]. 
6.1. The  formal definit ion of  the A lpha-Theory .  
In order to avoid a direct use of the formalism of first-order logic, the axioms a l , . . . ,  a5 
given in Section 1.1, were expressed in an "informal" language. For instance, the sentence: 
"For every sequence ~there is a unique element ~[a]" cannot be formalized as a first-order 
formula where a is a constant symbol. 
Next, we give indications for a rigorous definition of the Alpha-Theory in the language 
£ -- {E, ,4, J}, namely the language of set theory with a set A of atoms (A is a constant 
symbol of £), augmented with a new binary relation symbol J. 
We first postulate that J is a function defined on the class of all sequences. 16
J1. Extension Axiom. If ~ is a sequence, then there exists a unique x such that J(~, x). 
Vice versa, if J(~, x) holds for some x, then p is a sequence. 
Now, having in mind that ~[a] denotes the unique element x such that J(~, x), it is 
clear how the remaining axioms a2 - a5 can be formalized as E-J-sentences. 
J2. Composition Axiom. 
If ~ and ¢ are sequences and if f is any function such that compositions f o ~ and f c ¢ 
make sense, then 
Vx [( J(~, x) A J(¢,  x) ) -+ 3y ( J ( f  o ~, y) A J ( f  o ¢, y) )] 
J3. Number Axiom. 
Let r E R C A. If cr : n ~ r is the constant sequence with value r, then: "Vx ( J(cr, x) -+ 
x = r)".  If 1N : n ~+ n is the identity sequence on N, then "Vx (J(1N, x) --+ x ~ N) ' .  
J4. Pair Axiom. 
For all sequences ~, ¢ and 0 such that ~)(n) -- {~(n), ¢(n)} for all n: 
Vx Vy Yz [ ( J(~, x) A J(¢,  y) A J(0, z) ) --+ z = {x, y} ]. 
In the next axiom, we use the notation "eE l "  as a shorthand for "¢ and ~ are sequences 
and ¢(n) E ~(n) for all n E ~ ' .  
J5. Internal Set Axiom. 
If ¢ is a sequence of atoms, then "Yx J(~, x) --+ x E A". If co is the constant sequence 
with value the empty set, then "J(co, ~)". If ~ is a sequence of nonempty sets, then: 
Vx [ J(~, x) --+ Vy (y E x ++ 3¢ (¢E~ A J(¢,  y) ) )]. 
Once J1 , . . . ,  J5 are formalized according to the indications given above, the Alpha- 
Theory is introduced in a "rigorous" way as follows. 
Definit ion 6.1. The Alpha- Theory is the first-order theory in the language £ = {C, A, J}, 
where E and J are binary relation symbols and ~4 is a constant symbol, and whose set of 
axioms consists of: 
16One cannot consider J as a function symbol because it is a partial function defined only on sequences. 
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• All axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with atoms ZFCA, with the only ex- 
ception of the axiom of foundation. The separation and replacement schemata re 
also considered for formulas containing the J-symbol; 17 
• The five axioms J1 , . . . ,  :I5 as given above. 
6.2. The  t rans fer  pr inc ip le .  
Before going to the foundational matters, in this subsection we show that the Alpha- 
Theory proves the transfer principle, hence it actually has the full strength of "Robinso- 
nian" nonstandard analysis. 
Informally, the transfer principle states that a given "elementary property" holds for 
entities a~,...,ak if and only if the same property holds for the corresponding star- 
* . . .  a* The notion of "elementary property" is made precise by using the transforms al, , k' 
language of mathematical logic. Precisely, by elementary property it is meant a property 
that can 'be formalized as a bounded formula in the first-order language of set theory) s 
Theorem 6.2. The Alpha- Theory proves the transfer principle. That is, for every bounded 
formula a(Xl,. . . ,zk) in the first order language E = {c} of set theory, and for every 
a l , . . . ,  ak, ~(a l , . . . ,  a~) ~* ~(a~,. . . ,  a~). 
Proof. We shall prove a more general fact, which is a version of Los Theorem of ultrapowers 
(see [13] §4.1). Precisely, we claim that if ~ , . . . ,  qok are sequences, and a(Xl,. . . ,  xk) is a 
bounded formula, then 
(~1[~],. . . ,  ~k[~])) ** ~ e {n I ~ (~ l (n) , . . . ,  ~(n) )}*  
This will yield the thesis. In fact, by definition, a~ = caj (a) where % is the sequence 
with constant value aj. In particular, the set {n[a(cal(n),... ,  cak(n))} either equals N 
or the empty set, depending on whether or(a1 ... .  , ak) holds or fails. Thus: 
a(al,... ,ak) 4=~ ae{n[a(ea l (n ) , . . . , cak(n) )}* .  
We proceed by induction on the complexity of formulas. We first prove that 
~1(~) = ~2(~) ~* ~ e A* where A = {~ I ~l(n) = ~2(~)}. 
By definition, a C A* if and only if a = X(a) for some sequence X : N --4 A. Now, 
X(a) = 1N(a) implies that F l (a)  = (~1 o 1N)(a) = (~1 o X)(a), and similarly T2(a) = 
(9~2 0 X)(a). But then 9~1(a) = ~2(a) because trivially q01 0 X = 92 0 X- 
Vice versa, a ~ A* if and only if a C F* where F = {n] qol(n) ¢ 92(n)}. Then we 
proceed similarly as before, by noticing that (q01 ox)(a) ¢ (~02 ox)(a)  because ~(x(n)) ¢ 
~,(z(n))  for all n. 
In the same manner, the following is also proved: 
~l(a)  e ~2(a) <:* a e A* where A = {n [ ~l(n) e ~2(n)}. 
The disjunction and the negation steps are straightforward. We are left to consider the 
existential quantifier. Assume first that 
~ e ~0[~] ~(~, ~1[~],..., ~[~]) 
17This formalizes the blanket assumption of "all principles of ordinary mathematics". We refer to [37] 
for a presentation f Zermelo-Fraenkel s ttheory ZFC. See e.g. [33] §21 for ZFCA, the version of ZFC 
with a set A of atoms. 
lSp~ecall that, by definition, a formula a is bounded if every quantifier occurs in the bounded form 
Vx C y (i.e. Vx x • y --+...) or 3x • y (i.e. 3xx • y A...).  See [13] §4.4. 
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Then there is a sequence {¢(n)}~ such that 
¢(n) E !o0(n) for all n and ~(~b(a),!pl(~),..., Vp~(a)). 
By the inductive hypothesis, a E {n I a(¢(n), ~(n) , . . . ,  tpk(n))}*, which is included in 
e  13x e 
Vice versa, there is a sequence ¢ : N -+ {n I ~x E too(n) a(x, !ol(n),. . . ,  !0k(n))} with 
¢(a)  = a. Then for all n, 3x e to0(¢(n)) a(x, tol(¢(n)), . . . ,  !o~(¢(n))), hence 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
e o(x, 
and the claim follows because ¢(a) = a. [] 
6.3. A faithful in terpretat ion  of ZFC in the A lpha-Theory .  
We now concentrate on the consistency matters. As for the soundness of the Alpha- 
Theory, a superstructure was constructed in [3] which provides a model for the weakened 
version where the infinity axiom and the replacement schema are dropped but where 
foundation is assumed. A general foundational justification as a nonstandard set theory 
was given in [23]. In this subsection we prove that ZFC is faithfully interpretable in the 
Alpha-Theory. Namely, we show that any E-sentence a is a theorem of ZFC if and only if 
its relativization a WE to the class of well-founded sets is a theorem of the Alpha-Theory.19 
A convenient framework to construct models of the Alpha-Theory is the so-called 
Zermelo-Fraenkel-Boffa set theory ZFBC, which was first used for the foundations of non- 
standard methods by D. Ballard and K. Hrbh~ek [2]. Roughly, ZFBC is a non-wellfounded 
variant of ZFC where the axiom of foundation is replaced by Boffa's superuniversality ax- 
iom postulating the existence of transitive collapses for all extensional structures, and 
where a global choice axiom is also assumed in the form of a well-ordering of the uni- 
verse. 2° 
A central role in the arguments to follow is played by the family: 
H~-  {AC_N[aEA*}  
It is readily seen that H~ is a nonprincipal ultrafilter. 
Theorem 6.3. 
(i) ZFBC proves the following: For each nonprincipal ultrafilter D on N, a function 
JD can be defined on the class of all sequences in such a way that the internal 
model ~)~D ~- (Y, E, JD} is a model of the Alpha-Theory and ~[~D ~ "Ua = D"21 
(ii) Let 91 be a countable model of ZFC and assume that 
91 ~ "D is a nonprincipal ultrafiIter on N'. 
Then 9A is the well-founded part of some model 911) of the Alpha-Theory such that 
9~v ~ "U. = D'?  2 
19On the notion of interpretability, see e.g. [32] Ch. V. 
2°See [2] for a precise formulation. 
21V denotes the universal class of all sets. We remark that the correspondance D ~-4 JD is definable, 
i.e. there exists a formula ~)(x, y, z) such that JD(X) = y if and only if ZFBC proves zg(x, y, D). 
22We say that 91 is the well-founded part of 9I to mean that 91 is the submodel of 9l whose universe is 
the set {x E 91 I 91 ~ "x is wellfounded "}. 
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Proof. The proof consists of known arguments in nonstandard set theory (see e.g. [2, 22, 
23]). We outline here the main steps. 
(i) The theory ZFBC allows to formalize the following construction: Let d be the diagonal 
embedding of the universe V into its ultrapower V~/D modulo D, and let Ir be the first 
transitive collapse of VN/D in the well-ordering of the universe. Then JD = 7c o d yields 
the thesis. 
(ii) By putting together a classic result by U. Felgner [25] on global choice, with Boffa's 
construction of models of superuniversality [11], we obtain the following property: Every 
countable model 92 of ZFC is the wellfounded part of some model ~ of ZFBC. Let D E 
~3 be such that ~B ~ "D is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on IN". Now work inside ~3. By 
applying the above construction (i), we obtain a model 9I 0 "= (ffJtD) ~ of the Alpha- 
Theory with same universe and same membership relation as ~3, and such that ~D 
"Ha = D". [] 
For any C-sentence a, let us denote by cr wF its relativization to the class WF of 
wellfounded sets. 23 We are now ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 6.4. The translation t : a ~-+ aWF iS a faithful interpretation of ZFC in the 
Alpha-Theory. That is, a sentence a in the language of set theory is a theorem of ZFC if 
and only i ra wF is a theorem of the Alpha-Theory. 
Proof. If c~ is not a theorem of ZFC, then there is a model 92 of ZFC where 92 ~ -~a. We can 
assume that 92 is countable (otherwise apply the downward L6wenheim-Skolem Theorem). 
Pick D C 92 such that 92 ~ "D is a nonprineipal ultrafilter over N", and consider the model 
91D as given by (ii) of the previous Theorem. Since 92 is the wellfounded part of 91D, then 
hence a wF is not a theorem of the Alpha-Theory. (Notation used above is not ambiguous 
because -,(a WF) is same as (-~a)WF.) 
Vice versa, if ~yWF is not a theorem of the Alpha-Theory, we can pick a model 9Jr of 
the Alpha-Theory where 9X ~ _~awF. Let 92 be the wellfounded part of fife. Then 92 is a 
model of ZFC and clearly 92 ~ ~a, and we conclude that a is not a theorem of ZFC. [] 
This latter Theorem formalizes the first property itemized at the end of the previous 
Section 5: Any theorem in "ordinary mathematics" is proved by the Alpha-Theory if and 
only if it is "true". 
6.4. The  s t rength  of  Cauchy 's  Inf initesimals Principles. 
Following I. Lakatos [38], J. Cleave proposed in [16] an interpretation of Cauchy's con- 
ception of infinitesimals in the context of nonstandard analysis. Precisely, by considering 
models of the hyperreal line given by ultrapowers NN/D, he proposed to interpret Cauchy's 
infinitesimals as the D-equivalence classes of those real sequences that converge to zero. 
In Section 5, we have formalized this idea as the Cauchy's Infinitesimals Principle CIP. 
We have also formulated the stronger version SCIP where one restrics to monotone null 
sequences. 
In their paper [19], N. Cutland, C. Kessler, E. Kopp and D. Ross discussed the math- 
ematical content of Cleave's interpretation. Most notably, they pointed out that the 
23I.e., every quantifier 3x... occurring in Cr is replaced by 3x ("x is wellfounded" A ...); and every 
quantifier Vx... is replaced by Vx ("x is wellfounded" --+ ...). 
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assumption of an ultrapower where every infinitesimal is originated by some infinitesimal 
sequence, requires a P-point, an ultrafilter with additional properties whose existence is 
independent of ZFC. The similar foundational issues arise in our context. 
In the following, the strength of our two Cauchy's Infinitesimals Principles will be 
made precise, by showing their relation with two special kinds of ultrafilters, namely the 
P-points and the selective ultrafilters. 24 Let us recall the definitions. 
Def in i t ion 6.5. A non-principal ultrafilter D on N is a P-point (a selective ultrafilter) 
if every function on N becomes finite-to-one or constant (1-1 or constant, respectively) if 
restricted to some suitable set in D. 
Not every ultrafilter is a P-point and, trivially, every selective ultrafilter is a P-point. 
It is known that the existence of such special ultrafilters is independent of ZFC. Given the 
continuum hypothesis (or even Martin's Axiom, a strictly weaker assumption) selective 
ultrafilters exist, as well as P-points that are not selective (see e.g. [15]). On the other 
hand, there are models of ZFC with no P-points. ~ 
We shall need the following facts. 
P ropos i t ion  6.6. Let D be a non-principal ultrafilter on N. Then: 
(1) D is a P-point if and only if every infinitesimal in the uItrapower ]RN/D is the 
D-equivalence class of some infinitesimal sequence; 
(2) D is selective if and only if every infinitesimal in the uItrapower •N/D is the 
D-equivalence to some infinitesimal monotone sequence. 
Proof. A proof of item (1) can be found e.g. in [15] (see also [19]). 
Let us turn to (2). First, recall the following characterization: An ultrafilter D is 
selective if and only if every function ~ : N --+ N becomes increasing if restricted to a 
suitable subset in D. 26 Let z c Nr~/D be an infinitesimal. Without loss of generality 
we can assume that z > 0 and that z = [f] is the D-equivalence class of a function 
f :N - -+Rsuchthat  0 < f(n) < 1 for a l ln .  For eachn,  define~(n) = k, wherek is  
such that ~ < f(n) < ~. By the above property, there is an increasing ~' : N --+ N 
with A = {n ] ~(n) = ~'(n)} C D. If 9 : N -~ R is any decreasing function such that 
g(n) = f(n) for all n E A, then clearly z = [g]D and {g(n)}n is infinitesimal. 
Vice versa, let ~ : N -+ N be a function which is not D-equivalent to any constant 
function. Let f(n) - ~ (we can assume that ~ has no zeros). Notice that s --" [f] is a 
positive infinitesimal (for each k > 0, {n I f(n) < 1/k} = {n] ~(n) > k} e D). By the 
hypothesis, there exists a decreasing  : N -+ R such that A = {n I f(n) = g(n)} c D. In 
particular, ~ becomes 1-1 function if restricted to A C D. [] 
The nonstandard extension of any given set is isomorphic to the ultrapower modulo 
Us. 
Theorem 6.7. The Alpha-Theory proves the following: For any nonempty set A, let 
AN/Lta be the ultrapower of A modulo l.ta. Then the function KA : A* --+ AN/Lt~ which 
24'I'o the authors' knowledge, P-points were first introduced by W. Rudin [47], while selective ultra- 
filters, under the name of ultrafiltres absolu, were introduced in the pioneering papers [14, 15] by G. 
Choquet. For properties ofthese ultrafilters, see e.g. [12, 9, 10] and references therein. 
25This latter fact was proved by S. Shelah [50] Ch. VI §4. 
26A proof of this equivalence an be found e.g. in [6]. 
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maps ebery element ~(~) C A* to the bl~-equivalence lass [~] C A~/U~, is an isomor- 
phism. 
Proof. It is enough to show that for all sequences ~, ¢: 
• ~(~) = ¢(~) ~ {n I ~(n) = ¢(n)} e u~ ¢* [~] = [¢]; 
• ~(a) e ¢(a) ¢=~ {n ] T(n) C ¢(n)} e H. ¢~ N~/D ~ "[~] e [¢]". 
Notice that the first item also shows that the definition of KA is well-posed, i.e., it does 
not depend on the representative chosen in the H,-equivalence class. Let A - {n I ~(n) = 
¢(n)} (or A - {n [~(n) e ¢(n)}). Trivially, A = {n I lr~(n) e A}, and the thesis follows 
from Proposition 1.4. [] 
Coro l lary  6.8. The Alpha-Theory proves the following: 
(i) CIP holds if and only ifU, is a P-point; 
(ii) SCIP holds if and only if bl~ is a selective ultrafilter. 
Proof. By the previous Theorem, the map K~ : ~(a) ~-~ [~] yields an isomorphism between 
R* and the ultrapower R~/b/~. Then use the characterizations given in Proposition 6.6. 
[] 
As a straight consequence, the proof of Theorem 6.4 can also be employed to include 
Cauchy's Infinitesimals Principles. 
Theorem 6.9. The translation t : ~ ~ a WF is a faithful interpretation of ZFC plus 
"there exists a P-point" (or plus "there exists a selective ultrafilter') in the Alpha-Theory 
plus CIP (plus SCIP, respectively). 
Finally, we can justify the statements itemized at the end of the previous Section. 
Theorem 6.10. 
(i) The Alpha-theory does not prove CIP; 
(ii) The Alpha-theory plus CIP does not prove SCIP; 
(iii) The Alpha-theory plus SCIP is consistent with ZFC. 
Proof. (i) Take a countable model P2 of ZFC, and pick D C P.i such that 9.1 ~ "D is an 
ultrafilter on N which is not a P-point ' ,  and consider the structure 929 given by Theorem 
6.3 (ii). Then ~'~D is a model the Alpha-Theory with 920 ~ "D =/~a is not a P-point", 
hence 920 ~ " CIP fails" by Corollary 6.8. 
(ii) Take a countable model ~ of ZFC plus the continuum hypothesis, and let D E P.l 
be such'that ~ ~ "D is a P-point which is not selective". Then 920 is a model of the 
Alpha-Theory where CIP holds but SCIP fails. 
(iii) Pick a countable model 92 of ZFC where there is a selective ultrafilter D. Then 929 
is a model of the Alpha-Theory plus SCIP. [] 
APPENDIX A. A LITTLE CALCULUS 
In this Appendix we present a little selection of classic results from calculus, so to give 
the flavour of nonstandard methods and, in particular, of the Alpha-Theory in action. 
In the last subsection, we introduce the notion of Alpha-integral, a generalization of 
the Riemann integral that has the pedagogical advantage of making sense for all real 
functions. 
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A.1. Continuity. 
In the current e-6 formalization, introduced by Weierstrass at the end of the nineteenth 
century, infinitesimal and infinite numbers are banned from calculus, and a central role is 
given to the notion of limit instead. /,From a historical point of view, many nonstandard 
definitions are very close, and sometimes identical, to the original ones as adopted by 
Leibniz, Euler, Cauchy and others. 
A first example is the notion of continuity. Informally, sometimes it is said that a 
function is continuous at x0 if f (x)  is "close" to f(xo) whenever x is "close" to x0. If in 
the latter statement we replace "close" by "infinitely close", what we obtain is precisely 
the nonstandard definition. 
Def init ion A.1. f : A -+ ~ be a function, and suppose that A contains a neighborhood 
of x0. Then f is continuous at x0 if for every ~ E A*, ~ ~ Xo ~ f*(~) ~ f(xo). 
The equivalence with the "standard" definition of continuity is a corollary of the fol- 
lowing characterization f limits. 
P ropos i t ion  A.2. Let f : A -~ ~ be a function, Xo, l E ~, and assume that A is a 
neighborhood of xo. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) For every real number e > O, there exists a real 5 > O, such that for all reals x, 
xo -5<x<xo+5~l -e< f (x )< l+c;  
(ii) f i e  N 0 then f*(xo + s) ,,~ I. 
Pwof. By contradiction, assume there is a positive real r > 0 such that for all positive 
n e 5[ there exists an element ~(n) e R with I~(n) - x0] < 1/n and [f(~(n)) - 11 > r. At  
infinity, we have I~(a) - x01 < 1/a and lf*(~(a)) - l I > r. In particular ~(a) ,,~ x0 but 
f*(~(o~)) # I. 
Vice versa, for every positive a E ~ let 
Xa = {x e R] Ix -  x01 < a} and Y~ = {x e R I I f (x ) - I  I < a} 
Fix a positive r E R. By hypothesis there exists a positive 5 E R such that X0 C Yr, 
henceX~ C Y*. I fe~0,  thenc lear lyx0+s  cX~ = {~ER*  I I~-Xol <5},  and so 
x0 + ~ E Y~*, i.e. If*(xo + s) - l I < r. As this is true for all positive r E ~, it follows that 
f*(xo + ~) ~ I. [] 
The view of many working mathematicians in nonstandard analysis is that infinitesimal 
numbers do in fact exist and that the notion of a limit is just an awkward way to indirectly 
talk about infinitesimals without explicitly mentioning them. In fact, the very notion 
of limit is banned from a calculus by nonstandard methods, and all the classical ~-5 
definitions are reformulated in simpler termsY 
We remark that no proofs in the style of the previous Proposition are needed when 
introducing nonstandard calculus to freshmen (simply, there are no "standard" definition 
to compare to!). 
The nonstandard counterparts of basic theorems on limits are the following properties 
of shadows. 
P ropos i t ion  A.3. For every bounded hyperreals ~ and ~ : 
(1) 8hff + O = sh(~) + sh(O; 
27Here "in simpler terms" has the precise meaning of "by using a smaller number of quantifiers". 
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(2) sh(~ - ~) = sh(~) - sh((); 
(3) sh(~. ~) = sh(~), sh(~), 
(4) If ~ is not infinitesimal, then sh(~) = sh(~) sh(~)" 
If we adopt the usual conventional lgebra on R U {+co}, i.e. if we agree that 
(+~)  + (+co)  = +co  ; ( - co )  + ( -co )  = -oo  ; 
(+co) - (+co)  = +co ; (+co) .  ( -co)  = -co  ; etc. 
then the above Proposition can be extended to infinite numbers, with only exceptions of 
the following indeterminate forms: 
co 0 
+oo-co  ; co .O;  - - ;  
oo O 
In these cases, it is readily seen that the resulting shadows could be any element of 
R U {±co} (the same old story as with "classic" limits...). 
Example  A.4. Let us prove that the function f(x) = x 2 is continuous at all x E R. This 
is easy, because for any given x E N, f*(x + ~) - i f (x)  = (x + c) 2 - x 2 = 2x~ + ~2 is 
infinitesimal for every e ~ 0. 
Example  A.5. Let us consider the function 
1 if x = P- E Q is a reduced fraction with p > 0 • 
f (x )  = ~ ~ - ' 
0 i fx  E R \Q.  
We show that f is continuous at all x E ~ \ Q and discontinuous at all x E Q. Let 
x E R \Q and~ ~ x. I f~  E R* \Q* is hyperirrational, then f*(¢) = 0 = f(x) and 
trivially f*(~) ~ f(x). If ~ = cr/~- is a reduced hyperrational with a > 0, we claim that 
is infinite. Otherwise, if a is bounded, then ~ = a/~- E Q and ~ ~ x ~ ~ = x E Q, If a is 
unbounded, then also ~ = a/~" E Q* is unbounded. Both cases contradict the hypotheses. 
Thus f*(~) = 1/7 ~ 0 = f(x). 
The other case x E Q is easier. It is enough to show that there is a hyperirrational 
number ~ with { ,-~ x (hence f*({) = 0 7 5 f(x)). But this directly follows from the density 
property of the irrational numbers (see Proposition 2.9). 
Def in i t ion  A.6. Let f : A -4 R be a real function, and suppose that A contains a 
neighborhood of x0. Then f is lower semicontinuous (or upper semicontinuous) at xo E A 
if for every ~ E A*, ~ ,.~ Xo ~ f(xo) <_ sh(f*(~)) (f(Xo) >_ sh(f*(~)), respectively). 
Trivially, a function is continuous at a given point if and only if it is both lower and 
upper semicontinuous. Two basic results of calculus are the following. 
Theorem A.7. (Extreme Value) 
Let f : [a, b] ~ R be a lower semicontinuous function (or upper semicontinuous function) 
on a bounded and closed interval. Then f attains a minimal value (a maximal value, 
respectively) in [a, b]. 
Proof. Let l = inf{f(x) [x  E [a, b]} (possibly l = -co) .  By the nonstandard characteri- 
zation of greatest lower bound, there is ~ E [a, b]* with sh(f*(~)) = 1. Since [a, b] is closed 
and bounded, sh(~) = Xo E [a, b]. Then, by lower semicontinuity, f(xo) <_ sh(f*(~)) = l, 
hence l ¢ -co  and f attains its minimal value at x0. The case when f is upper semicon- 
tinuous is treated similarly. [] 
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Theorem A.8. (Intermediate Value) 
Let f :  [a, b] --+ R be a continuous function such that f(a) < 0 and f(b) > O. Then there 
exists Xo E ( a, b) with f ( xo ) = O. 
Proof. For each (positive) n 6 l~, let 
.,n-l} 
be the finite set that partitions [a, b] into n intervals of equal length. Let ~(n) = max{x C 
A(n) I f (x)  < 0} and ~(n) = ~(n) + ~.  Then clearly ~(n) e [a, b] and f(~(n)) > O. Now 
consider the ideal values ~ = ~(a) and ~ = ¢(a). ((n) - ((n) = l(b - a) ~ ~ - ~ ~ 0 and 
so ~ and ( have the same shadow Xo E [a,b]. By continuity, f*(~) ~ f(xo) ~ f*(C). Now, 
f(~(n)) > 0 for all n =~ f*(~) > 0 and f(C(n)) <_ 0 for all n ~ f*(~) < 0. We conclude 
that f(xo) = O. [] 
Distinguishing between continuity and uniform continuity is usually not an easy matter 
to first year students. To this end, nonstandard efinitions eem to be much easier to 
grasp. 
Def init ion A.9. A real function f : A --+ • is uniformly continuous if for all ~, ~ 6 A*, 
~ ~ 
Thus uniform continuity is checked by comparing values attained at all pairs of numbers 
in (the star-transform of) the domain which are infinitely close. Notice that for continuity 
one restricts to those pairs where one of the two points is real. For instance, f (x)  = x 2 is 
not uniformly continuous on R. E.g., if ¢ is a positive infinitesimal, then 1/¢ ~ 1/¢ + ¢ 
but f*(1/¢) oo f (1 /c  + ¢) because (1/6 + ¢)2 _ (1/¢)2 = 2 + ¢2 is not infinitesimal. 
The nonstandard proof of the following theorem is almost a triviality. 
Theorem A.10. (Cantor) 
Every continuous function f : [a, b] --+ ~ on a closed and bounded interval is uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof. If {, ( E [a, b]* are infinitely close, then sh({) = sh(~) = Xo c [a, b]. By continuity, 
~ f (xo)  ~ []  
A.2. Derivatives. 
Let f be a real function defined on a neighborhood of x0. 
Definit ion A.11. We say that f has derivative at x0 if there exists a real number f'(xo) 
such that for all non-zero infinitesimals c, 
f*(xo + ~) - f(xo) N f'(xo) 
g 
Equivalently, f has derivative f'(xo) at x0 if for every infinitesimal c there exists an 
infinitesimal 7- such that f*(xo + E) = f(xo) + f'(xo)¢ + TC. 
Example  A.12. The derivative of f (x)  = x 2 is easily computed by noticing that for any 
given x E ~ and for every non-zero infinitesimal E, 
(x + ~)2 _ x 2 
=2x+¢~2x 
g 
Another central theorem of calculus is the following 
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Theorem A.13. (Fermat) 
Assume that the function f : (a, b) -+ ]~ has a derivative at all x E (a, b). If f attains a 
greatest or a lowest value at some point xo, then f~(xo) = O. 
Proof. Assume that f attains a lowest value at x0 (if f(xo) is the greatest value, the 
proof is similar). Fix an infinitesimal e > 0. Clearly both x0 - c, x0 + ~ E (a, b)*. Then 
f(xo) <_ f*(xo + ~) and f(xo) <_ f*(xo - ~) and so 
f'(xo) ~ f(xo + ¢) - f(xo) > 0 and f'(xo) ~ f(xo - ~) - f(xo) < 0 
We conclude that fr(xo) = O. [] 
A.3. Hyper f in i te  sums.  
Before going to the nonstandard efinition of Alpha-integral, we need to introduce a 
typical nonstandard tool, namely the hyperfinite sums. 
Recall that in subsection 2.4, we defined a a hyperfinite set of hyperreals as the ideal 
value of some sequence of finite subsets of ~. 
Def in i t ion  A.14. If )/ -- X(a) is a hyperfinite set of hyperreal numbers, then its hy- 
perfinite sum ~e×x = Sumx(a ) is the ideal value of the sequence of finite sums 
Sumx(n) = ~ex(~)  x. 
It is easily checked that this definition does not depend on the choice of the sequence 
{~((n)}~, but only on its value at infinity. Now let {a~}n be a sequence of real numbers, 
and let w = w(a), ~- -- ~-((~) be two hypernatural numbers with w < ~-. Without loss of 
generality, we assume w(n) < T(n) for all n. Then, 
~(~) 
~-~a~=s~(a) where s : (n )= ~ a~. 
i=w i=w(n) 
Hyperfinite sums retain all nice "elementary properties" of finite sums. Let us see an 
application. 
Example  A.15. Let us prove that lim~_.~ ~ -- 1. Let w be an infinite hypernatural 
number. If we write ~/w = 1 + e, we have to show that ~ ~ 0. Now, clearly c > 0 and by 
the nonstandard version of Newton's binomial expansion (which follows easily from the 
standard version), we have: 
The following definitions are equivalent to the "standard ones" .2s 
Def in i t ion  A.16. Let 1 E RU {±co}, and let {an}~ be a sequence of real numbers. Then 
~=0 a~ = 1 if for every infinite hypernatural w, the hyperfinite sum ~i=0 ai ~ I. 
Theorem A.17. (Cauchy's criterion) 
~=o as = 1 E ]~ if and only if for all infinite hypernaturals w < T, the hyperfinite sum 
T 
28The proofs that the nonstandard definitions given here are in fact equivalent to the usual ones, can 
be found in the textbooks mentioned at the beginning of Section 3. 
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Proof. One direction is trivial. Vice versa, assume by contradiction that there are w < 
T infinite hypernaturals such that ~i=~ a~ = ~ # 0. Then ~-~i=0 ~ ~i=0 ai + ~ = 
9" 
~i=o a~. [] 
A.4. The  Alpha- integral .  
In this Section we introduce a notion of integral which generalizes the Riemann integral. 
It has a simple definition and has the advantage of making sense for any real function. 
For positive natural numbers n, let us consider the n-grid: 
which partitions [-n,  n] into n 2 intervals of equal width 1In. Thus, for every real number 
r E [-n,  n), there exist x, x' E lI-I(n) with x _< r < x' and x' - x = 1In. 
Definit ion A.18. The hyperfinite grid N - N(o~) is the ideal value of the sequence of 
n-grids {N(n)}n. Equivalently: 
The notion of a hyperfinite grid is a useful tool in nonstandard analysis (see for instance 
[36]). The fundamental properties are that ]E is hyperfinite, and that for every bounded 
hyperreal number ~, there exists C E H with the same shadow (in fact, there are 4, 4' E H 
with ~ < ~ <: 4' and 4 ' -  ~ = 1/a ~ 0). 
Def init ion A.19. Let A be a subset of R and let S : A --+ R be a function. The 
Alpha-integral of f on A is the shadow of the following hyperfinite sum: 29 
(ENnA* 
Notice that 
Lf(x)d~x sh(SA(a)) e RU{±cc} SA(n) = E f(x) where 
n 
xE~(n)nA 
If A = (a, b) is an open interval, we shall adopt the usual notation f: f(x) d~x. 
Thus the Alpha-integral f: f(x) d~x is the shadow ofa hyperfinite sum that provides an 
approximation to the (oriented) area determined by the graph of f.  The approximation is 
obtained by considering a hyperfinite sequence of points in (a, b)* placed at the constant 
infinitesimal pace of 1/(~. We remark that this closely corresponds to the intuitive idea 
of an integral. 
We stress the fact that the Alpha-integral f: f(x) d~x is defined for all functions. In 
fact, while the sequence S~(n) = ~1-" ~-~xe~(n)n(~,b) f x) may not have a limit in the classic 
sense, its ideal value S~(a) is always defined. 
It is easily seen from the definitions that if the function f is Riemann integrable then 
lim~_.¢¢ S~(n) exists and coincides with the Alpha-integral9 Thus the Alpha-integral 
actually generalizes Riemann integral. Certainly, it cannot replace the Lebesgue integral 
because it does not have the nice properties required in advanced applications, but it can 
29In case H n A* = O, put f f(x) d~x = O. 
3°Recall that  if a real sequence {~(n)}~ has limit I ~ ~ U {=t=c~}, then ~(a) ~ l (see subsection 3.3). 
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be an useful tool in several situations. 
easily introduced in elementary calculus courses. 
Example A.20. Let us compute the Alpha-integral of f(x) = x ~ over (0,1). 
fo dax = 
X 2 
p2 
The Alpha-integral lows also to compute improper integrals. 
Example A.21. Let us compute f+~ -~ d~x. By definition, 
C~2 ~2 
fl+°°_.~d~x sh(lv=~+l (v/_a)2)l : sh (  v:~+ ~- -5 )E  1 = a. __ . 
For instance, it has the advantage that can be 
sh -~ . 6 = -3" 
Now, 
a 2 a2--1 (~2--1 
1 o 
E - ,--~+1 ~- iv(v-+l) =a .=~+l v+l  ~+1 a 
On the other direction, 
~2 C~2 ~2 
1 1 
E E E 
v=a+l v=a+l  v=a+l 
We conclude that f~ ~ d~x = I. 
(1  1)  1 
- =1- - , - , ,1 .  
p 1 OL 
In the next example, we consider an improper integral over an unbounded domain. 
Example A.22. Let us consider f+o, e_ x d~x. If we denote by ~ = 1/a, we have 
fo e-~ d'~x = sh 5" ~-'e-e" 
v=l  
Now, 
~2 Ct2 1 
5.Ee-a"~5.  E e-a~' --5. 1 - e-'~ ~5 - -  r,~ - -  e.4 
1 - e -a  1 - e -a  1 
vml v=O 
and so f+~ e -x dax = 1. 
APPENDIX  B .  THE PROOFS OF  RESULTS IN SUBSECT ION 1.2 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. 
3. If ~ • ~[a] then ~ = ~[a] for some sequence ~(n) • ~(n) C_ O(n), hence ~[a] • O[a] by 
the internal set axiom. Similarly if { • ¢[a] then { • 0[a]. This proves one inclusion. 
Vice versa, let { • 0[a], hence { = {[a] where {(n) = ~(n) U ~(n). Define the sequence 
{~(n) if ~(n) • ~(~) 
~(n) = ¢(n) if e(n) • ¢(n) \ ~(n) 
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Notice that ~(n) e C(n) :=~ ~[a] e ~[a]. Moreover, ~(n) e {~(n),¢(n)}, and so, by the 
pair axiom, ¢[a] = ~[a] or C[a] = ¢[a]. We conclude that ~ e ~[a] U ¢[a]. 
2. Notice that ~(n) C ¢(n) ¢v ¢(n) = ~(n) U ¢(n) and then apply Property 3. 
6. By definition, the ordered pair (a, b) is the Kuratowski pair {{a}, {a, b}}. Thus ~(n) = 
{~(n), ~(n)} where ((n) = {~(n)} and ¢(n) = {~(n), ¢(n)}, and the claim is obtained by 
the pair axiom. 
7. If ~ e ~[a], then ~ = ~[a] where ~(n) e ~(n) × ¢(n). Then ~(n) = (fl(n), 7(u)} where 
fl(n) G ~(n) and 7(n) e ¢(n). We conclude that ~[a] = (fl[a], 7[hi) e ~[a] × ¢[a]. Vice 
versa, if ~ = (fi, 7) e ~[a] × ¢[a], then fl = fl[a] and 7 = 7[hi where fl(n) E ~(n) and 
7(n) e ¢(u). Hence ~ = ~[a] where ~(n) = {Z(n), 7(n)). 
1. Let ~'(n) = (~(n),n} and ¢'(n) = (¢(n),n). By the hypothesis, ranp' and rang)' 
are disjoint sets. Thus we can pick a function f such that f(x) = 0 if x C ran ~' and 
f(x) -- 1 if x e ran ¢'. If by contradiction ~[a] = ¢[a], then by Property 6, ~'[a] = ¢'[a], 
and by the composition axiom, (f o ~')[a] = (f o ¢')[a]. This is impossible because 
(f  o ~')[a] = c0[a] = 0 while (f  o ¢')[a] = cl[a] = 1. The second part also follows by 
noticing that ~(n) • ¢(n) 4=> {~(n)} U ¢(n) ~ ¢(n). 
5. Let ~ e 0[a]. Then ~ = ~[a] where ~(n) e ~(n) \ ¢(n). Now, ~(n) e ~(n) ~ ~ e ~[a]; 
and ~(n) ¢ ¢(n) =~ ~ ¢ ¢[a]. Vice versa, let ~ = ~[a] with ~(n) e ~(n) but ~ ¢ ¢[a]. 
Define: 
{~(n)  if ~(n) ¢ ¢(n) 
~(n) = ¢(n) if ~(n) e ¢(n) 
Notice that ~(n) E ~(n) ~ ~ e ~[a]. By the pair axiom, either ~[a] = ~[a] or ;[a] = ¢[a], 
and so either ~ E d[a] or ~ E ¢[a]. As ~ ~ ¢[a] by hypothesis, it follows that ~ ~ #[a]. 
4. Notice that ~(n) = ~)l(n) \ ~(n)  where ~(n)  = ~(n) U ¢(n); ~2(n) = ~3(n) U ~4(n); 
~(n)  = ~(n) \ ¢(n) and ~4(n) = ¢(n) \ ~(n). Then repeatedly apply Properties 3 and 
5. [] 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. 
1 and 2. Let pl(n) = ~(n) if ~(n) is an atom, ~(n)  = 0 otherwise; and let ~2(n) = ~(n) 
if p(n) is a nonempty set, ~(n)  = {0} otherwise. By the internal ~et axiom, ~l[a] 
is an atom and ~e[a] is a nonempty set. Notice that ~(n) ~ {~(n) ,  ~(n), co(n)}, so 
~[a] ~ {~[a], ~e[a], CO[a]} and we only have the following three possibilities, i) ~[a] is an 
atom and p[a] = ~[a]; ii) ~[a] is a nonempty set and ~[a] = ~e[a]; iii) ~[a] = CO[a] = ~. 
We are left to show that if ~(n) is a set (i.e. a nonatom) for all n, then also ~[a] is a 
set. This trivially follows by noticing that ~(n) ~ {~(n) ,  CO(n)} ~ either p[a] = p~[a] 
or ~[a] = 0. 
3. Let ~ E ~[a]. Since ~[a] is a nonempty set, ~[a] = ¢[a] for some sequence ¢ of 
nonempty sets. By the internal set axiom, then ~ = ~[a] for some sequence ~(n) e 
¢(n) [] 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. 
1. Let {n I~(n) ~ ¢(n)} = {n~,... ,n~}. Fix m with ~(m) = ¢(m) and consider 
~(n) = ( n if~(~) # ¢(n) 
m if~(n) = ¢(n) 
By the Pair Axiom, either ~[a] = a or ~[a] --- m. Now, ;(n) e {nl,...,n~,m} 
¢[a] e {n~,. . . ,na,m}, hence ~[a] = m (recall that a ¢ 1~). Let A be the range of 
and define~(m) =Candy(n)  =A fo rnCm.  Then {~(n)}\{¢(n)}  C_ (~o¢)(n) =v 
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{~[a]}\{¢[a]} _C (foC)[a ]. But ([a] = cm[a] and so, by the composition axiom, (fo~)[a] = 
(~ o c•)[a] = c0[a ] = 0. We conclude that ~[a] = ¢[a]. 
2. By the hypothesis {~(n)} \ (¢(n)} = {~(n)} for all but finitely many n. Then {~[a]} \ 
{¢[a]} = {~[a]} and so ~[c~] # ¢[a]. [] 
Proof of Proposition 1.4. 
Assume first that ~[a] = ¢[a] and A = {n I ~(n) = ~b(n)}. Define 0(n) = {~(n)} = 
{((n)} if n e A and O(n) = 0 otherwise. Now, ({p(n)} \ {~;(n)}) U 0(n) ¢ 0 
({~[a]} \ {¢[a]}) U tg[a] = 0[a] ¢ O and so it must be 0[~] = {~[~]} = {~[a]}, hence 
~[a] = if[a]. The other properties follows by noticing the following facts: f(n) # ~(n) ¢=~ 
{f(n)} ¢~ {;(n)} = @, f(n) e [(n) ¢=~ {@(n)} N ;(n) = {f(n)}, and f(n) ¢ [(n) ~=~ 
{f(n)} N ;(n) = ~, respectively. 
If ~[a] # ¢[a] and A = {n I ~(n) # ¢(n)}, let tg(n) = {~(n)} N {¢(n)}. Then 0[a] = 
{~[a]} n {¢[a]} = O = c0[a], {n IS(n) = c0(n)} = A, and the claim directly follows from 
the above proofs. [] 
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